Signal transduction in a coupled hormone system: selective explicit internal signal stochastic resonance and its control.
Cooperative interactions of signal transduction and environmental noise are investigated with a coupled hormone system, in which selective explicit internal signal stochastic resonance (EISSR) is observed. More specifically, the large peak of a period-2 oscillation (i.e., a strong signal) is greatly amplified by the environmental noise while the small peak (i.e., a weak signal) does not exhibit cooperative interactions with noise. The EISSR phenomenon could be controlled by adjusting the frequency or amplitude of an external signal and a critical amplitude for external signal is found. Significantly, the maximal signal-to-noise ratio increases almost linearly with the increment of control parameter, despite that the magnitude of the large peak is decreased. In addition, the noise does not alter the fundamental frequencies of the strong signal and the weak signal, which implicates that the system can keep its intrinsic oscillatory state and resist the effect of environmental fluctuations.